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Chris Harvey

From: Mika Kaneko [mika.kaneko@ccsemc.com]
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2008 11:37 PM
To: Claire Hoque; Chris Harvey
Cc: Thu Chan; Shizuka Kamakura
Subject: RE: 07J11502 TCB questions: MITSUMI ELECTRIC CO.,LTD, FCC ID: EW4-WLPS3-1 ,  

Assessment NO.: AN08T7598, Notice#1

Importance: High

Attachments: SCHENATICS(RFMODULE).pdf

SCHENATICS(RFMO
DULE).pdf (46 K...

Hi Chris and Claire,

Here are responses.

1. Please confirm that the label will be visible at the time of
purchase in order to comply with the labeling requirements of FCC 2.925 (i.e. battery is 
installed by user before first use).

Answer #1:
A battery is installed by user before first use (see User manual page 5 "Getting Started",
so the label is visible at the time of purchase.

2. Please provide the Schematic Diagram of the RF Module.

Answer #2:
See attached schematic diagram of the RF module.

3. Please confirm that the second antenna is just for receive
diversity and not a second transmit antenna.

Answer #3:
Confirm the 2nd antenna is for receive diversity, it does not transmit signal from the 2nd
antenna.

Regards,

Mika

-----Original Message-----
From: Claire Hoque
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2008 6:53 AM
To: Mika Kaneko; Shizuka Kamakura
Cc: Thu Chan
Subject: 07J11502 TCB questions: MITSUMI ELECTRIC CO.,LTD, FCC ID:
EW4-WLPS3-1 , Assessment NO.: AN08T7598, Notice#1

Hi All,

Pls address the following TCB questions.

1. Please confirm that the label will be visible at the time of
purchase in order to comply with the labeling requirements of FCC 2.925 (i.e. battery is 
installed by user before first use).
2. Please provide the Schematic Diagram of the RF Module.
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3. Please confirm that the second antenna is just for receive
diversity and not a second transmit antenna.

Thanks,

Claire Hoque
Compliance Certification Services
47173 Benicia Street
Fremont, CA 94538, USA
Tel: (510) 771-1123
Fax: (510) 661-0888
-----Original Message-----
From: Chris Harvey
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2008 1:48 PM
To: Thu Chan
Cc: Chris Harvey; Claire Hoque
Subject: MITSUMI ELECTRIC CO.,LTD, FCC ID: EW4-WLPS3-1 , Assessment NO.:
AN08T7598, Notice#1

Dear Claire & Thu,

You are listed as the Technical Contact for the above referenced TCB application.  The 
following item(s) need(s) to be resolved before the review can be continued:

1. Please confirm that the label will be visible at the time of
purchase in order to comply with the labeling requirements of FCC 2.925 (i.e. battery is 
installed by user before first use).
2. Please provide the Schematic Diagram of the RF Module.
3. Please confirm that the second antenna is just for receive
diversity and not a second transmit antenna.

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above 
referenced application. Failure to provide the requested information within 30 days of the
original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee.
Also, please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be 
submitted. Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to 
the e-mail address listed below the name of the sender. 

Best regards, 

Chris Harvey
Charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com 


